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Abstract

This paper attempts to develop an SQP�based interior point tech�

nique for solving the general nonlinear programming problem using

trust region globalization and the Coleman�Li scaling� The SQP sub�

problem is decomposed into a normal and a reduced tangential sub�

problem in the tradition of numerous works on equality constrained

optimization� and strict feasibility is maintained with respect to the

bounds� This is intended to be an extension of previous work by Cole�

man � Li and Vicente� Even though no theoretical proofs of conver�

gence are provided� some computational results are presented which

indicate that this algorithm holds promise� The computational experi�

ments have been geared towards improving the semi�local convergence

of the algorithm� in particular high sensitivity of the speed of conver�

gence with respect to the fraction of the trust region radius allowed for

the normal step and with respect to the initial trust region radius are

observed� The chief advantages of this algorithm over primal�dual inte�

rior point algorithms are better handling of the �sticking problem� and

a reduction in the number of variables by elimination of the multipliers

of bound constraints�
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� Introduction

This paper focuses on an algorithm for solving the general nonlinear pro�
gramming problem in the form

min
x

f�x�

s�t� h�x� � ��

a � x � b �NLP�

where f � Rn �� R� h � Rn �� Rm are twice continuously di	erentiable
mappings andm � n
 Recently at least two excellent pieces of work on using
trust region globalization in interior point techniques for solving nonlinear
optimization problems have appeared
 Coleman and Li in �� and �� discuss
interior point algorithms for solving the bound�constrained problem

min
x

f�x�

s�t� a � x � b

Vicente in his Ph
D
 thesis �� extensively deals with an extended form of
the above problem with equality constraints having a special structure� and
bounds only on the control variables u�

min
x

f�y� u�

s�t� C�y� u� � �

a � u � b

where dim�C� � dim�y�


Both the above works �� and �� rigorously prove global convergence� sec�
ond order convergence under reasonable assumptions� and local q�quadratic
convergence in their respective settings
 This article draws on the results and
accrues on the experiences of the two aforementioned works and attempts to
reasonably extend their algorithms to handle problem �NLP�
 Even though
no proofs are provided� the algorithm described here has been implemented
and computationally tested and found to be reasonably successful� more
testing is in progress


�this takes into account inequality constraints g�x� � � as well since inequalities can
be converted to equalities by adding slack variables and imposing nonnegativity bounds
on the slacks�

�second order convergence denotes convergence to a point satisfying second order nec�
essary conditions for a local minimum�

�



� Preliminaries

The proposed algorithm here� like its predecessors in Coleman and Li ��
and Vicente ��� starts at a point strictly feasible with respect to the bounds
on the variables and produces iterates that are strictly feasible with respect
to the bounds �i
e
 �in the interior��
 The steps in the algorithm� as in the
above two� can be motivated by applying Newton�s method to the very spe�
cial statement of neccesary condition for optimality for problem �NLP�� as
stated in the following exposition�

Let l�x� �� � f�x� � �Th�x� �which is not the lagrangian for problem
�NLP�� since the lagrangian would also involve the multipliers corresponding
to the bound constraints�
 De�ne the diagonal scaling matrix D�x� as

D�x� � diag�d�x���

where

di�x� �

���
��
p
bi � xi� if �rxl�x� ���i � � and bi ��p
xi � ai� if �rxl�x� ���i � � and ai � ���

�� otherwise

Then �x�� ��� satisfy �rst order necessary conditions for optimality of prob�
lem �NLP� if and only if

D��x��rxl�x
�� ��� � �

h�x�� � � ���

The proof for the above becomes obvious on a closer scrutiny of the Karush�
Kuhn�Tucker conditions for problem �NLP�� which requires the existence of
�x�� ��� ��a� �

�
b� satisfying

rxl�x
�� ���� ��a � ��b � �

h�x�� � ��

where ��a and ��b are vectors of non�negative multipliers of the �nite bound
constraints� satisfying the complementarity conditions�

��ai�ai � x�i � � �

��bi�bi � x�i � � � ���

�



for all i corresponding to xi with �nite bounds


Keeping in mind that a positive or negative value of �rxl�x
�� ����i can

only be canceled in the above by respectively a positive �ai or a positive �bi �
complementarity makes the equivalence between ��� and ��� obvious


Quite clearly� other possible choices of D�x� exist which permit the above
equivalence� however the above choice with squareroots of the distances of
the variables from the bounds permits local q�quadratic convergence for the
treatments in Coleman and Li�� and Vicente �� in spite of the nonsmooth�
ness of D��x� and hence is our choice here


��� Newton step

Let ��x� be a vector such that

�i�x� �
	�d�i �x��

	xi
� i � �� � � � � n

The above is also equivalent to

�i�x� �

���
��
��� if �rxl�x� ���i � � and bi ��
�� if �rxl�x� ���i � � and ai � ���

�� otherwise
���

Then it can be shown that a Newton step in �x� �� on nonlinear system
��� is given by

�D��x�r�
xl�x� �� � diag�rxl�x� ���diag���x���x �D��x�rxh�x���

� �D��x�rxl�x� �� ���

rxh�x�
T�x � �h�x�

Multiplying throughout on the left of the �rst equation byD���x�� the above
system can be equivalently written as

�r�
xl�x� ���diag�rxl�x� ���diag���x��D

���x��x�rxh�x��� � �rxl�x� ��
���

rxh�x�
T�x � �h�x�

�



Introducing the scaled step ��x � D���x��x� the above system takes
the form

�r�
xl�x� ��D�x� � diag�rxl�x� ���diag���x��D

���x���x�rxh�x���

� �D��x�rxl�x� ��

�D�x�rxh�x�
T��x � �h�x�

Multiplying throughout on the left of the �rst equation by D�x� and
remembering that diagonal matrix multiplication commutes� we arrive at
the system

��D�x�r�
xl�x� ��D�x� � diag�rxl�x� ���diag���x����x �D�x�rxh�x���

� �D�x�rxl�x� ��

�D�x�rxh�x�
T��x � �h�x� ���

� Trust region SQP formulation

The trust region subproblems based on the above Newton steps can be
formulated in terms of the scaled step �s or in terms of the unscaled step� we
shall do both and compare their performances


��� Scaled step subproblems

System ��� suggests the following trust�region SQP � subproblem in terms
of the scaled step �s �k�k denotes the l � � norm all throughout��

min
�s

�

�
�sTH�s� �D�x�rxl�x� ��

T �s

s�t� �D�x�rxh�x�
T �s� h�x� � �

k�sk � 


where

H � D�x�r�
xl�x� ��D�x� � diag�rxl�x� ���diag���x��

It is well�known that if the trust region constraint on the length of the step
�s is not active� the solution to the above in the primal and dual variables is
exactly the Newton step in ��x� �� given by system ���
 However� the above
subproblem may well be infeasible� and this is taken care of by a bilevel step
decomposition approach� the description of which follows


�Sequential Quadratic Programming

�



����� Step decomposition

In the tradition of numerous works on equality�constrained optimization
works in recent years �see for example Celis� Dennis � Tapia ��� Alexan�
drov ���� El�Alem ��� Vicente �� to name only a few�� we adopt a bilevel
approach and decompose the trust region SQP subproblem above into the
two subproblems below�

min
sn

k�D�x�rxh�x�
T sn � h�x�k�

s�t� ksnk � �


where � � ��� ��� usually chosen to be � ����� ���� followed by

min
st

�

�
�sTH�s� �D�x�rxl�x� ��

T �s

s�t� �D�x�rxh�x�
T �s � �D�x�rxh�x�

T sn

k�sk � 


where �s is the full step �s � st � sn
 The linear equality constraints ensure
that the improvement in the model for attaining feasibility is not disturbed

The above subproblem can be written in terms of step st in the more useful
form below�

min
st

�

�
sTt Hst � �D�x�rxl�x� �� �Hsn

T st

s�t� �D�x�rxh�x�
T st � �

kstk �
q

� � ksnk�

Then x is updated as

x	 x�D�x��st � sn�

The �rst of these is usually called the normal or vertical subproblem�
while the latter is referred to as the tangential or horizontal subproblem

It is again clear that if the trust�region constraint is inactive in both the
subproblems� then the step sn � st is exactly the same as the Newton step
in �x given by system ���
 If the trust region radius is too small to al�
low the earlier �undecomposed� subproblem to be feasible� the normal sub�
problem has the trust region constraint active
 Observe how not having

�



�D�x�rxh�x�
T sn � h�x� � �� i
e
 not having the earlier �undecomposed�

subproblem feasible� does not a	ect the algorithm any more


It is important to note here that this bilevel aproach does not actu�
ally give us a step in �
 So we update lambda using a projection formula

Remembering that at optimality

D��x��rxl�x
�� ��� � �

i�e�� D��x��rxf�x
�� �D��x��rxh�x

���� � �

we take � at each iteration to be the least squares solution of

D��x�rxh�x�� � �D��x�rxf�x�

or in other words�

� � ���D��x�rxh�x��
T �D��x�rxh�x��

���D��x�rxh�x��
TD��x�rxf�x�

���
This computation is elaborated on later


Following common practice in equality constrained optimization� we do
not actually solve the tangential subproblem with the equality constraints
�D�x�rxh�x�

T st � � but instead force the step st to be inN ��D�x�rxh�x�
T ��

the nullspace of the scaled Jacobian of h�x� so that the equality constraints
are automatically satis�ed
 More speci�cally� the QR factorization of �D��x�rxh�x�

T

is computed� which also helps with the multiplier update� and a basis Z�x�
for the nullspace of �D��x�rxh�x�

T is extracted from the last n�m columns
of Q
 Note that �D��x�rxh�x�

T ��D�x�rxh�x�
T and rxh�x�

T have the
same nullspace� since a � x � b makes D�x� necessarily nonsingular
 The�
oretical details on this nullspace approach including the issue of the di	er�
entiablity of the matrix Z�x� can be found in Goodman �� 


Once Z�x� is obtained� the step st is forced to satisfy

st � Z�x��st

Substituting the above in the tangential subproblem described earlier yield

min
�st

�

�
�sTt Z�x�THZ�x��st � �Z�x�T �D�x�rxl�x� �� �Hsn�

T �st

�

-



s�t� kZ�x��stk �
q

� � ksnk�

Since the columns of Z�x� are orthonormal� kZ�x��stk � k�stk �� yielding
the following problem which we shall henceforth refer to as the reduced
tangential subproblem

min
�st

�

�
�sTt Z�x�THZ�x��st � �Z�x�T �D�x�rxl�x� �� �Hsn�

T �st

s�t� k�stk �
q

� � ksnk�

Now x is updated as x	 x� s� where

s � D�x��sn � Z�x��st�

��� Unscaled step subproblems

The trust region subproblem in terms of the unscaled step can be arrived at
in one of three ways �all of which may not follow the formulation of trust�
region theory��

Based on the Newton steps directly

Based on the Newton step in ���� the trust region subproblem in the
unscaled step can be written directly as

min
s

�

�
sT �Hs�rxl�x� ��

T s

s�t� rxh�x�
T s� h�x� � �

ksk � 


where
�H � r�

xl�x� �� � diag�rxl�x� ���diag���x��D
���x�

Decomposing the step s as before the normal and tangential subproblems
respectively turn out to be

min
sn

krxh�x�
T sn � h�x�k�

s�t� ksnk � �


�sTt Z
TZst � sTt st� since Z

TZ is the n�m� n�m identity�

�



and

min
�st

�

�
�sTt Z�x�T �HZ�x��st � �Z�x�T �rxl�x� �� � �Hsn�

T �st

s�t� k�stk �
q

� � ksnk�

Then the full step s becomes

s � sn � Z�x��st

This formulation will generally be referred to as unscaled version �

The untraditional and possibly unwanted feature of this is that the nega�
tive gradient step for the horizontal subproblem is along �rxl�x� �� and not
along �D��x�rxl�x� ��� which is what the KKT conditions require
 This is
dealt with in the following formulation


Based on the original Newton step in ���� only the horizontal sub�
problem turns out a little di	erent�

min
�st

�

�
�sTt Z�x�TD��x� �HZ�x��st � �Z�x�TD��x��rxl�x� �� � �Hsn�

T �st

s�t� k�stk �
q

� � ksnk�

The negative gradient step now does point along �D��x�rxl�x� ��� however
the symmetricity of the second order term is lost� which is also untraditional
in trust region formulations


This formulation will be referred to as unscaled version �

Restoring the scale in the scaled step subproblems

Yet a third formulation can be obtained indirectly by substituting

sn 	 D���x�sn

and Z�st 	 D���x�Z�st

in the scaled step subproblems
 The normal and tangential subproblems
thus obtained are as below�

min
sn

krxh�x�
T sn � h�x�k�

�



s�t� kD���x�snk � �


and

min
�st

�

�
�sTt Z�x�TD���x�HD���x�Z�x��st��Z�x�T �rxl�x� ���D

��Hsn�
T �st

s�t� kD���x�Z�stk �
q

� � ksnk�

where� as de�ned before�

H � D�x�r�
xl�x� ��D�x� � diag�rxl�x� ���diag���x��

Also observe that
D���x�HD���x� � �H

This formulation is along the lines of Coleman � Li and it is a formulation
of this type that they use to prove their convergence results
 However� this
is not equivalent to the scaled step subproblem in the sense that the steps
obtained may not be identical when the trust region constraint is binding
�see Appendix A�


This formulation will be referred to as unscaled version ��

Mixed unscaled version

An observation is in order regarding the vertical subproblem� if �sn is
the Newton step for the vertical subproblem in the scaled step and sn is
the Newton step for vertical subproblem in unscaled versions � or �� then in
general

D�x��sn 
� sn

Proof�

The scaled Newton step satis�es

�D�x�rxh�x�
T �sn � �h�x�

i
e

rxh�x�

T �D�x��sn� � �h�x�
The unscaled �versions � and �� Newton steps satisfy

rxh�x�
T sn � �h�x�

�



Subtracting the second from the �rst� the above jointly imply

rxh�x�
T �D�x��sn � sn� � �

which necessarily implies D�x��sn � sn � � only if rxh�x�
T has full column

rank� which is never true because in our very problem statement we have
m � n and rxh�x�

T � Rm�n�

�QED�
Our computational experiments suggested that this above fact could be

responsible for poor performance of the scaled version �or even unscaled
version �� which is derived from the scaled version� in some problems� which
motivated the followingmixed unscaled version
 This version has the normal
subproblem as in unscaled version � �or �� and the tangential subproblem
as in unscaled version �� i
e


min
sn

krxh�x�
T sn � h�x�k�

s�t� ksnk � �


followed by

min
�st

�

�
�sTt Z�x�TD���x�HD���x�Z�x��st��Z�x�T �rxl�x� ���D

��Hsn�
T �st

s�t� kD���x�Z�stk �
q

� � ksnk�

��� Interiorization

After calculating the step s� it is scaled by the damping parameter � to
ensure that the updated x stays strictly feasible with respect to the bounds

More precisely� let us de�ne

ui �

�
ai�xi
si

� if ai � �� and si � �

�� otherwise

vi �

�
bi�xi
si

� if bi �� and si � �

�� otherwise

Then
� � min���min

i
fui� vig� ���

��



where  � ������� forces strict feasibility of x with respect to the bounds


However� if some xi is too close to a bound and if the corresponding
si violates that bound� it could happen that the corresponding ui or vi is
too small making the damping parameter very small� resulting in very short
steps
 To prevent this from happening� we choose a tolerance � and impose
the following

if ui � �� si � �� ui 	 �

if vi � �� si � �� vi 	 �

In our implementation� we chose � � ����� Thus the interiorized step is

s	 �s

��� Step acceptance criterion

As is common in trust region algorithms� whether a step is accepted or not
is based on the accuracy of the actual decrease in a merit function relative to
the predicted decrease
 Let us denote by �l the commonly chosen l� � norm
augmented lagrangian merit function in equality constrained optimization�
de�ned as below�

�l�x� �� �� � f�x� � �Th�x� � �kh�x�k�

where � is a positive number bounded below and is updated at each iteration

Most standard convergence results require f�kg to form a nondecreasing se�
quence
 However El�Alem ��� �� has proved convergence for a nonmonotonic
update of �


Let x� � x � s� �� be the � updated according to the projection for�
mula ���
 Adapting from Coleman and Li ��� we de�ne actual reduction
as

ared � �l�x� �� �� � �l�x�� ��� ��� �

�
sT �diag�rxl�x� ���diag���x��D

���x�s

The last extra term accounts for the fact that �l is not exactly the augmented
lagrangian for our general NLP� which also has bounds on x
 It should be
noted that Vicente in �� proves all his results without this term in his ex�
pression for ared


��

-



Recalling the Newton step in ��� on the original KKT system� the pre�
dicted decrease in the quadratic model is expressed as

pred � ��rxl�x� ��
T s� �

�
sT �r�

xl�x� �� � diag�rxl�x� ���diag���D
���x�s�

�rxh�x�
T s� h�x��T��� ��kh�x�k� � krxh�x�

T s� h�x�k��
where�� � �� � �

The step is usually rejected when ared
pred

� ����� and accepted otherwise

However� computational experience shows that approximate solutions to the
trust region subproblems can often result in negative values of pred
 In such
a case the step could be admitted even if ared � �
 To prevent this� our
implementation requires ared � � in addition to ared

pred
� ���� for step accep�

tance
 The trust region radius is updated according to a rule based on ared
pred

described later


A startling observation made in course of our computational experiments
was that the steps generated by our algorithm seemed to alternate �we don�t
necessarily mean exactly every other step� between improving either the
merit function �l�x� �� �� or the merit function de�ned by

��x� �� �

����� D��x�rxl�x� ��
h�x�

�����
�

�

which is a reasonable merit function considering that�
D��x�rxl�x� ��

h�x�

�
� �

is the system of nonlinear equations which we aim to solve
 Computa�
tional observations suggest that except in the neighborhood of the solution�
scarcely do both the merit functions exhibit improvement simultaneously

So using only the �l�x� �� �� merit function could lead to rejection of steps
which actualy make progress towards the solution
 In our implementation�
we declare a step as acceptable when it satis�es ared

pred
� ���� for any one

of the two merit functions
 This strategy results in a huge reduction in the
number of iterations� and hence function and gradient evaluations
 Actual
reduction for ��x� �� is obviously

ared� � ��x� �� � ��x�� ���

��



Remembering that

��x� �� �

����� D��x�rxl�x� ��
h�x�

�����
�

�

� kD��x�rxl�x� ��k� � kh�x�k��

predicted decrease can be de�ned as

pred
	�

� � ��x� �� � kH�s�D��x�rxl�x� ��k� � krxh�x�

T s� h�x�k�

where
H� � D��x�r�

xl�x� �� � diag�rxl�x� ���diag���x��

Alternately� since

rx��

�
D��x�rxl�x� ��

h�x�

�
�

�
H� rxh�x�

rxh�x�
T �

�

an expression for pred �using only a �rst order approximation� could be

pred
	�

� � ��

h
D��x�rxl�x� �� h�x�

i � H� rxh�x�
rxh�x�

T �

� �
s

��

�

In our computation� we take pred� � pred
	�

� � unless pred

	�

� � �� in

which case we take pred� � maxfpred	�
� � pred
	�

� g


� Further Computational Details

��� Solving the subproblems

There has been a considerable amount of work on computing approximate
solutions of trust region subproblems in recent years �see for example More
� Sorensen ��� Zhang ���� Santos � Sorensen ���� Sorensen ���� Steihaug
����
 Standard convergence results usually require the computed step to
satisfy a fraction of Cauchy decrease or a fraction of optimal decrease in the
merit function� the latter being computationally more expensive but provid�
ing stronger results
 Introductory material on this can be found in Dennis
� Schnabel ���


Our forthcoming implementation uses More and Sorensen�s subroutine
DGQTPAR described in �� to compute the solution for the reduced tangen�
tial subproblem
 The chief advantage of this is that it mostly returns a step

��



satisfying fraction of optimal decrease even if the subproblem is nonconvex

Since it might be unreasonable to expect a positive de�nite Z�x�THZ�x��

this property of DGQTPAR is very desirable


The normal subproblem in the scaled step can be shown to be equivalent
to

min
sn

�

�
sTnHsn � �T sn

s�t�ksnk � �


where
H � �D�x�rxh�x��D�x�rxh�x�

T �

� � D�x�rxh�x�h�x�

This subproblem is also solved using DGQTPAR
 It should be noted that
the matrix H is positive semide�nite and is necessarily singular� however
DGQTPAR can handle this singularity


The normal subproblem in the unscaled step is exactly the same as the
above with D�x� replaced by In


It must be mentioned that the computational results reported later use
our Matlab implementations� which approximates the solutions to the above
trust region subproblems using what are know as dogleg steps �see for ex�
ample� Dennis � Schnabel����


��� Role of QR factorization

The QR factorization of D��x�rxh�x� plays an important role in our algo�
rithm and implementation and hence deserves special mention
 Let the
QR factorization for D��x�rxh�x� be partitioned as below �recall that
m � dim�h��

Y � Q��� � � m�

Z � Q���m� � � n�

�R � R�� � m� � � m�

�Since there is no guarantee that �rxl�x
�� ��� � rxl�x� �

���T s � � � not even the
BFGS update is guaranteed to be positive de�nite�

�We�re hoping that the reader is familiar with Matlab or FORTRAN �� syntax for
referencing matrices�

��



The columns of Y contain an orthonormal basis for the range ofD��x�rxh�x��
or of rxh�x�� since D

��x� is nonsingular when a � x � b� and the columns
of Z contain an orthonormal basis for the nullspace of �D��x�rxh�x�

T or of
rxh�x�

T 
 Further� �R is upper triangular and nonsingular and rows m�� � n
of R contain only zeros
 Hence

QR � Y �R

The use of Z in eliminating the equality constraints in the tangential sub�
problem has already been discussed� now we discuss how the QR factoriza�
tion is used in updating � using projection formula ��� and in computing sn


Substituting D��x�rxh�x� � QR � Y �R � projection formula ��� takes
the form

� � �� �RTY TY �R�� �RTY TD��x�rxf�x�

� �� �RT �R�� �RTY TD��x�rxf�x�

��
�RT �R� � � �RTY TD��x�rxf�x�

Since �RT is nonsingular� the above is equivalent to

�R� � �Y TD��x�rxf�x�

Since �R is upper triangular� � can be found from the above by simple back
substitution involving only O�m�� operations� which is considerably eco�
nomic in comparison with standard Gaussian elimination on ���


An important observation here is that the computation of �� is depen�
dent on D�x��� which itself depends on the sign of �rxl�x

�� ����i� and thus
requires an estimate of ��
 In practice� D�x� is updated �rst and D�x�� is
obtained using the old multipliers� i
e
 D�x�� is obtained using the signs of
the components of rxl�x

�� �	i
�
 The QR factorization of D�x��rxh�x
�� is

then computed and stored for use in the next iteration and �� is obtained
using this new QR factorization as in ���
 This intermediate QR factor�
ization can be an unnecessary additional expense when steps get rejected
frequently� but can probably be reused in the next step wherever the model
is good� in particular in the neighborhood of the solution


��



However� in practice� even the above strategy can perform poorly and
gives inaccurate results� and we need yet another round of predictor�corrector
re�nement of D�x� and �
 It has been found that the strategy that gives
fewest iterations is �nding �	i
� �rst with D�x��� found using rxl�x

�� ���
then updating D�x��� using rxl�x

�� �	i
�� and then updating the multiplier
once again using the new D�x�� to �nally �nd ��
 However� this requires
yet an extra intermediate QR factorization which certainly cannot be reused�
but is a necessary expense in our opinion
 Approximate strategies for up�
dating the QR factorization might be helpful here� if one can be devised

Other multiplier update formulas which avoid the QR factorization are also
being looked into


��� Trust region update

The strategy for updating the trust region radius 
 is as follows�

Let r � ared
pred

�

 If r � ���� or ared � � �step is rejected�

Let

�� �

���
��

���� if 
 � ��
����� if �� � 
 � ���

���� if 
 � ���

then 
 � maxf��min�
� ksk�� 
ming


else step is accepted


 If ���� � r � ����� 
 � maxf���
� 
min � kskg

 If ���� � r � ���� 
 � maxf���
� 
ming

 If r � �����

��	i
 for �intermediate multipliers�

��



Let

�� �

�����
����

��� if 
 � ����

�� if ���� � 
 � ���
�� if ��� � 
 � ���
�� if 
 � ���

then 
 � minf��
� 
maxg

��� BFGS Approximation

The second order quantity r�
xl�x� �� is estimated by the BFGS approxima�

tion �see Dennis � Schnabel ��� for details�
 Given the current approxima�
tion B� the updated B� can be described as below�

y � rxl�x
�� ����rxl�x� �

��

w � Bs

B� � B �
yyT

yT s
� wwT

wT s

It can be seen easily that if B is symmetric� so is B�
 Further� if yT s � �
and B is positive de�nite� so is B�


��� Penalty parameter update

The penalty parameter � is updated according a scheme similar to that in
El�Alem��� customized for our setting


If pred � �����kh�x�k� � krxh�x�s� h�x�k��

�� � �

else

�� � �
�D��x�rxl�x� ��

T s� �
�s

T �Hs

kh�x�k� � krxh�x�s� h�x�k� � ��

where �� is a �xed positive parameter� chosen to be �� in our implementation
and

�H � D��x�r�
xl�x� �� � diag�rxl�x� ���diag���x��

It is not di�cult to see that the above update yields a non�decreasing se�
quence of penalty parameters� provided kh�x�k� � krxh�x�s� h�x�k� � ��

��



��� Scaling matrix in the implementation

Vicente in �� reports that the following form of the vector d�x� is more
e�cient in dealing with bounds that are far from active at the solution�
which is corroborated by a huge reduction in the number of iterations in our
computational experience


di�x� �

���
��

minf��pbi � xig� if �rxl�x� ���i � � and bi ��
minf��pxi � aig� if �rxl�x� ���i � � and ai � ���

�� otherwise

Our computational experience suggests that the vector ��x� should remain
as de�ned in ���


��� Stopping Criterion

The stopping criterion is partly determined by the norm of the stopping
vector sv which is de�ned as

svi � minfj�rxl�x� ���ij� d�i �xi�g
The current point is reported as optimal when

ksvk � n�stoptol and khk � m�htol
Our implementation uses stoptol � ��� and htol � �����

��	 Handling degeneracy

It is well known that Newton�s method can face computational di�culties
and convergence can be retarded if the solution is degenerate� i
e
 if there
exists i � �� � � � � n such that

d�i �x
�
i � � � and �rxl�x

�� ����i � �

To deal with the above degeneracy� rxl�x� �� is rede�ned as below in a
manner similar to Coleman � Li �� �

�rxl�x� ���i �

�
�rxl�x� ���i � �� if j�rxl�x� ���ij� jdi�xi�j � j�j
�rxl�x� ���i� otherwise

where
� � sign��rxl�x� ���i���

and �� �� let�s say� ���� 
 It should be observed that choosing stoptol � ��
can preclude convergence


��



� Observations on incorporating inequality con�

straints

As has been stated in the very beginning� this formulation can be used to
handle smooth nonlinear inequality constraints by adding slack variables to
the inequalities
 Let us consider the general nonlinear programming problem
with equalities and inequalities

min
x

f�x�

s�t� c�x� � �

g�x� � �

a � x � b

which is equivalent to
min
x

f�x�

s�t� c�x� � �

g�x� � s � �

a � x � b

s � �

Let dim�g� � p� the number of inequalities� and dim�c� � k
 Now the
scaling matrix D�x� becomes D�x� s�
 A close look at rx�sl�x� s� �� shows
that using our previous de�nitions� the last p components of the vector
d�x� s� are de�ned as

dn�i�si� �

�
minf��psig� if �n�i � �
�� otherwise

for i � �� � � � � p

A quick look at the last p components of rx�sl�x� s� �� � �� reveal that it is
only an explicit restatement of complementarity
 Observing that �n�i� i �
�� � � � � p are just the multipliers of the inequality constraints �commonly de�
noted by ��� the above de�nition of dn�i�si� is easily identi�ed as the mech�
anism forcing nonnegativity of the Lagrange multipliers of the inequality
constraints


��

-



Finally� the requirement of rxh�x� having full rank gets translated into
�rx�sc�x��rx�sg�x� � s having full rank
 Given that rsc�x� � �p�k and
rsg�x� s� � Ip� it becomes equivalent to only rxc�x� having full rank
 Note
that this requirement on the rank stems simply from the issue of �R from
the QR factorization being nonsingular� and not from satisfying a constraint
quali�cation at the solution
 Also note that the m � n requirement earlier
now becomes p� k � n� p� which is the same as k � n


� Some Computational Observations

 Speed of convergence is very sensitive to �� the parameter in the nor�
mal subproblem which determines what fraction of the total trust re�
gion radius would be allowed for the horizontal subproblem
 For an
e�cient implementation applicable over a wide range of problems� a
strategy for adapting � based on the iteration history should certainly
be devised


 Convergence is also very sensitive to the initial trust region radius


 It is fairly sensitive to the trust region update scheme� here we have
presented what seemed optimal based on our computational experi�
ences


 The number of iterations� is greatly reduced� often by hundreds� if we
do not reject the very �rst step that fails to satisfy the step acceptance
criterion but accept it instead


Below are results of computational tests using a Matlab �
�a implemen�
tation �on a SUN OS �
�
� workstation� on a few test problems
 The best�
followed by the worst performance �for the few parameter settings we at�
tempted� are tabulated for the scaled version� unscaled versions �� �� � � and
the mixed unscaled version along with their corresponding � and 
�
 Unless
otherwise mentioned� by default the initial trust region radius 
� is set to
�maxfkx�k� �g� �� � ����� �� � � and the �rst rejectable step is accepted

The stopping criterion is as mentioned earlier
 Results from a primal�dual
interior point algorithm and Matlab�s active set general NLP solver constr

are also provided for the sake of comparison


�which is exactly the same as the number of function and gradient evaluations in our
way of counting

��



Problem �

min
x

f�x� � x�� � �x� � ���x�x� � e�x� � �x� � �x��
�

s�t� x� � �x� � �x� � �x� � �x� � �

x�� � �x�� � ���x�x� � x� � �

�x� � x� � ���x�� � �

�x�� � ��x� � x��
� � ��

��� � xi � ��� i � �� �� �� �

��� � x� � ��

Three KKT points� were found in course of these computations�

 ��������� ������� ��������������������� with f� � ������� �referred
to as KKT pt
 ��

 ���������������� ������������� ������ with f� � ������� �KKT pt
 ��

 �������������� ������� ��������������� with f � �������� the lowest
function value among the three �KKT pt
 ��

Starting point�x� � ����� x� � ���� x� � ���� x� � ����� x� � ����

Subproblem type iterations � 
� Point of convergence

scaled
� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
�� �
� default

unscaled v
�
�� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
�� �
� default

unscaled v
�
�� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
�� �
� default

unscaled v
�
�� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
�� �
� default

mixed unscaled
�� �
� default KKT pt
 �
�� �
� default KKT pt
 �

�Karush�Kuhn Tucker points� i�e� points satisfying �rst order necessary conditions for
optimality�

��



Primal�dual interior point method with essentially line search globaliza�
tion �� converged in �� iterations to KKT point �
 The stopping criterion
for the primal dual algorithm was

krxl�x� �� �a� �b�k� khk � ���

Matlab�s constr converged in � iterations to KKT point �


Starting point of x� was changed to ����

Subproblem type iterations � 
� Point of convergence

scaled
�� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
�� �
�� �
�

unscaled v
�
�� �
� �
� KKT pt
 �
��� �
� default KKT pt
 �

unscaled v
�
�� �
� �
� KKT pt
 �
��� �
� default KKT pt
 �

unscaled v
�
�� �
� �
� KKT pt
 �
��� �
�� default KKT pt
 �

mixed unscaled
�� �
� default KKT pt
 �
��� �
� default KKT pt
 �

Primal�dual interior point� as before� converged in �� iterations to the
second KKT point

Matlab�s constr did not converge in ��� iterations


Problem �

Same as the �rst problem� except that the fourth equality was now con�
verted to an inequality� i
e


�x�� � ��x� � x��
� � ��

and a slack variable was added to get it in our form�

�x�� � ��x� � x��
� � x � ��

x � �

�may not be the best available implementation

��



Observe that the previous KKT points are still KKT points for this prob�
lem �with the slack variable x � ��� so they shall be referred to as KKT
points �� � and � as before


Starting point� ��
�� �� �� �
��� �� � �last variable is a slack�

Subproblem type iterations � 
� Point of convergence

scaled
�� �
� �
� KKT pt
 �

� ��� �
�� default n a

unscaled v
�
�� �
� �
� KKT pt
 �
�� �
�� default KKT pt
 �

unscaled v
�
�� �
� �
� KKT pt
 �
�� �
�� default KKT pt
 �

unscaled v
�
��� �
� ��� KKT pt
 �
��� �
�� �
� KKT pt
 �

mixed unscaled
�� �
�� default KKT pt
 �

� ���a �
� default n a

aconverges in �� iterations to KKT pt� � if the second merit function is dropped

Primal�dual interior point converges in �� iterations to the second KKT
point


Matlab�s constr converges in ��� iterations to point �


Starting point changed to ���������������� ��

Subproblem type iterations � 
� Point of convergence

scaled
�� �
� �
�

KKT pt
 �
��� �
�� default

unscaled v
�
��� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
��� �
�� default

unscaled v
�
�� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
��� �
�� default

unscaled v
�
��� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
��� �
� default

mixed unscaled
��� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
��� �
�� default

��



Primal�dual interior point does not converge in ��� iterations


Matlab takes �� iterations to converge to point �


Starting point changed to ����� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��

Subproblem type iterations � 
� Point of convergence

scaled
�� �
� �
�

KKT pt
 �
�� �
� �
�

unscaled v
�
��� �
� �
�

KKT pt
 �
��� �
�� default

unscaled v
�
��� �
� default KKT pt
 �
��� �
� �
� KKT pt �

unscaled v
�
�� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
�� �
�� default

mixed unscaled
�� �
� default

KKT pt
 �
�� �
�� default

Primal�dual converges in �� iterations to the second KKT point


Matlab converges to KKT point � in �� iterations


Problem �

The last three equalities in problem � were converted to � inequalities
and slacks were added to them


All the convergent runs of our algorithms converged to only one KKT
point� ����������������� ������� ��������������� ������� ������� � �last three
slack variables� with f � �������� hence the point of convergence is omitted
from the table
 The �rst two inequalities are inactive and the last one is
active


Starting point� ��� �� �� ��� ��� �� �� � �last three variables are slacks on
the inequalities�

��



Subproblem type iterations � 
�
scaled � ��� alla def
� �
�

unscaled v
�
��� �
� default
��� �
�� �
�

unscaled v
�
��� �
�� �
�
��� �
�� default

unscaled v
� � ��� all n a

mixed unscaled
�� �
� �
�
��� �
�� default

aindicates that it did not converge for all the parameter settings attempted

Primal�dual interior point did not converge in ��� iterations


Matlab converged in �� iterations


Starting point changed to ����� �� �� ����� �� �� �� �


Subproblem type iterations � 
�
scaled � ��� all def
� �
�

unscaled v
�
��� �
� default
��� �
�� default

unscaled v
�
��� �
�� default
� ��� �
� default

unscaled v
�
��� �
�� default

not conv
 othera

mixed unscaled
�� �
�� ��
�
��� �
�� �
�

adid not converge for other attempted parameter settings

Primal�dual interior point failed to converge within ��� iterations


Matlab converged in �� iterations


Problem �

�Hock � Schittkowski test problem set� no
 ����

min
x

f�x�

��



� �x���������x�������x�����x���������x���x��x
�
���xx����x��x�

s�t� �x�� � �x�� � x� � �x�� � �x� � ���

�x� � �x� � ��x�� � x� � x� � ���

��x� � x�� � �x� � �x� � ���

�x�� � x�� � �x�x� � �x�� � �x � ��x� � �

The above problem was converted into our required form using slack vari�
ables� and f�x� was scaled by ���� to reduce ill�conditioning


Convergent runs converged to only one KKT point�

�������� ��������������� ��������������� ������� ������� �� ��������� ��������� �
with f� � ������ the �rst and last inequalities being active� and the second
and third being �highly inactive�
 Instead of focussing on the di	erence
between the best and worst number of iterations due to changes in 
� and
�� we tabulate representative results for each of the algorithms below


Starting point� ��� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � �last four slacks�

Subproblem type No
 of iterations � 
�
scaled � ���a

unscaled v
� ��� �
� default
unscaled v
� ��� �
� default
unscaled v
� ill�cond

mixed unscaled ��� �
�� default

ahigh ill�conditioning after ��� iterations

The primal�dual interior point code available to us required at least one
upper bound� so we set the upper bound on x� to ����� �which is not active
at the solution�� however it did not converge within ��� iterations


Matlab�s constr converged in ��� iterations


Problem �

�Hock � Schittkowski test problem set� no
 ���

min
x

ex�x�x�x�x� � �

�
�x�� � x�� � ���

��



s�t� kxk� � ��

x�x� � �x�x� � �

x�� � x�� � � � �

���� � x�� x� � ���

���� � x�� x�� x� � ���

Eleven distinct KKT points were found in course of the numerical ex�
periments� most of them with f� � �� one with f� � ������ and another
with f� � ������
 For the sake of elegance� a list of those KKT points and
thereof is skipped


Starting point� ��� �� �� �� �

Subproblem type No
 of iterations � 
�
scaled �� �
�� default

unscaled v
� �� �
�� default
unscaled v
� �� �
�� default
unscaled v
� �� �
�� default

mixed unscaled �� �
�� default

Primal�dual converges in �� iterations


Matlab converges in �� iterations


New starting point� ������ ����� �

Subproblem type No
 of iterations � 
�
scaled ��� �
� default

unscaled v
� ��� �
�� default
unscaled v
� �� �
�� default
unscaled v
� �� �
�� �
�

mixed unscaled �� �
�� �
�

Primal�dual interior point does not converge in ��� iterations� and nei�
ther does Matlab�s constr


��



��� Inferences

Since the range of problems tested here was fairly restricted� no attempts will
be made to make sweeping generalizations based on the above observations

It does seem however that the scaled version fails to perform well in the
presence of nonlinear equalities� though it does remarkably well otherwise

The sensitivities of the convergence to � and 
� were among the two chief
things we aimed to and did demonstrate
 The algorithms are still under
development and further testing is in progress
 The mixed unscaled version
is arguably the most robust of the algorithms and will be the prime focus
of further development
 Our forthcoming implementations in Fortran and
C will use DGQTPAR to solve the subproblems� and could provide further
improvements on the performance reported here� since this implementation
only uses dogleg steps


��� Advantages

The chief advantages of this algorithm are over other algorithms for the
general NLP are as follows�

 Solves the �sticking problem�� Many primal�dual interior point algo�
rithms have the undesirable property that some of the bounded vari�
ables often get �attracted� to the wrong bounds and when the iterates
reach the bounds they �stick� to those bounds which do not corre�
spond to the solution� and hence convergence is hindered
�� This is
one problem that is apparently solved by the Coleman�Li scaling� since
the scaled step is su�ciently �angled away� from approaching bounds

The starting points for several of our tests were very close to the vari�
able bounds� but the �sticking phenomenon� never occurred
 Similar
observations are also made in Coleman � Li ��� �� and in Vicente ��


 Reduces the number of variables� Since this algorithm never computes
or requires the multipliers of the bound constraints� the number of
variables is greatly reduced compared to primal�dual interior point
methods or active set algorithms


 Advantage over active set algorithms� This algorithm wins over active
set algorithms in the same manner as any other interior point algo�
rithm
 In particular� it is well�known that active set strategies can be

��the reason for this becomes clear on examining the Newton step on the complemen�
tarity conditions�

��



very ine�cient in the presence of a large number of bounds and or
a large number of inequality constraints� especially when most of the
bounds or inequality constraints are not active
 Further� an active
set strategy can identify the wrong active set and converge to a point
where some of the inequalities or bounds are not satis�ed


� Conclusion

An interior point algorithm for solving the general nonlinear programming
problem using trust region globalization was presented
 It is quite likely that
it would be possible to rigorously prove under reasonable assumptions global
convergence of the iterates and local q�quadratic convergence in the presence
of exact second�order information or local q�superlinear convergence using
a secant aproximation
 Our aim in this paper� in addition to motivating
theoretical analyses of this algorithm� was to extract from computational
experiments ingredients� perhaps heuristics� needed to expedite the semi�
local convergence of this algorithm
 With more computational tests on a
wider set of problems in progress� the author hopes that this treatise would
attract other computational scientists and theoreticians to study this algo�
rithm in further depth
 In fact� Dr
 Mahmoud El�Alem is currently involved
in proving convergence for these algorithms
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